The College of Alameda’s General Education transfer pattern is designed to meet the CSU Transfer requirements. Courses may be applied to one area only. As a Transfer student you should: 1) Meet with a COA counselor to design a Student ED Plan that will assist you in identifying the transfer major and general education requirements successfully; 2) upon completion of all transfer courses, request the CSU GE Certification with the final transcripts; 3) With counselor assistance, determine whether you are eligible for an AA degree. Note: There is an additional 9 semester/12 quarter upper division GE units required to graduate from the transfer CSU institution. Community College students are limited to a maximum of 70 semester/105 quarter transferable units to the CSU system.

Instructions: [x] mark boxes when completed

**AREA A: COMMUNICATION IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE & CRITICAL THINKING:**
9 semester units: Complete minimum one course in each category.

- [ ] A1: Oral Communications: Speech 1AB,4, 45
- [ ] A2: Written English: English 1A or 1B
- [ ] A3: Critical Thinking: English 5, Philosophy 10

**AREA B: PHYSICAL UNIVERSE & ITS LIFE FORMS & QUANTITATIVE REASONING/MATH:**
Minimum of 10 semester units; complete one course in each category; a lab* course must be included in B1 or B2:

- [ ] B1: Physical Sciences: Astronomy 1,47*; Chemistry 1A*B*,8A*B*, 30A*B*; Geography 1,1L*; Geology 10; Physics 4A*B*C*,10
- [ ] B2: Biological Sciences: Anthropology 1;
  Biology 1A*B*,10*,12A*B*,14*,16*,17*,18*,19*,26*
- [ ] B3: Quantitative Reasoning/Math: 2,3ABCEF,11,12,13,15,16AB,20,50

**AREA C: ARTS, LITERATURE, PHILOSOPHY & FOREIGN LANGUAGE:**
Minimum 9 semester units, complete a minimum of 3 semester units in each category.

- [ ] C1: Art 1,2,3,4,8AB,20,21,41,42,43,50,51,52,53,60,61,62,63,121ABC,122;
  Music 1A,10,12AB,15AB,23AD,25AD,42AD,44AD,46AD;
  Dance 10AD,30AD,40AD; THART 1
- [ ] C2: English 1B,10AB,16,17AB,27AB,30AB,31,32AB,33AB,36,47,61;
  French 1AB,2AB; German 1AB; Humanities 1,2,3,13AB,40,51A+B+C+;
  Mex/Latin Amer. 2A+B+C+,3+; Philosophy 1,2,4,5,20AB;
  Spanish 1AB,2AB,20AB,51+; Speech 2AB; Vietnamese 1AB
  + = Student will receive credit and certification for one course only.

**AREA D: SOCIAL POLITICAL & ECONOMICS INSTITUTION:**
Minimum 9 semester units from at least two different disciplines: Complete minimum 3 semester units in each category:

- [ ] D1: Anthropology 2,3,5+; Geography 2,5; History 1+,56+;
  Political Science 6,7,8,9; Psychology 1AB,3,7AB;13AB,18
  Sociology 1,2,3+,5,13
- [ ] D2: AFRAM 30,31+,32+; ASAME 45AB; Economics 1,2;
  MEX/LAT 18A+B+; Political Science 1,2,3,4,6,7,8,9,16,18;
  History 1+,2AB,5,7AB,8AB,10AB,11,12,15,17,19,32,50+,51+,
  52+,53A+B+,55A,56+
  + = Student will receive credit and certification for one course only.

**AREA E: LIFELONG LEARNING & SELF-DEVELOPMENT:**
Minimum 3 semester units; only 2 units of PE can be used in this area;
Note: courses listed below cannot be double-counted in AREAS listed above;
Biology 31; CIS 1; Dance 10AD,30AD,40AD; Health 2;
Humanities 2,3,13A+B+; LRNRE 57; Psychology
1AB,3,8,9AB,12,13A+B+,18;
P.E. 2AD,5AD,7AD,8AD,9AD,10AD,11AD,12AD,14AD,15AD,21AD,
35AD,38AD,39AD,44AD,71AB,91AB,99AD,101AB
  + = Student will receive credit and certification for one course only.

**AMERICAN HISTORY & INSTITUTIONS:**
Student who transfer to the CSU system must complete the CSU American Institution Graduation requirement. COA students can complete this requirement at COA by completing one course from #1 and #2 (With Complete CSU Certification, these courses can be double-counted in D).

- [ ] #1: AFRAM 30,31; ASAME 45A; History 7AB,15,17,50,51
- [ ] #2: Political Science 1,6,16,18
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